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After 3 Release Candidate and a few fixed bugs, eXtCal 2.0 Final is out.
eXtCal is an event/calendar module developed exclusively for XOOPS, it is thus integrated
perfectly there for programming and design.
It integrates a fine management of the group permission for category and allowing thus a great
flexibility in are use. They are 4 differents view (Yearly and daily with list view, monthly with
calendar view and one view for event detail) and 5 blocks (upcoming event, new event, random
event, spotlight event and a minicalendar).

Two releases of this module are available : one for XOOPS 2.0.13.1 and one other for XOOPS
2.2. This module is designed for XOOPS 2.2 and will be fully operational with this version.

XOOPS 2.2 users must upgrade their version to XOOPS 2.2.2 and replace kernel/object.php file
by this one : object.php_for_XOOPS-2.2.2.zip to correct a "Remove Me" bug.

Support for this module is available on Zoullou.net.

If you find bugs or want new features, please use Trackers and give your XOOPS version for
bugs .

Thanks to MarcoFr for his help.

If you have an old eXtCal version (1.0 or 2.0 beta/RC) uninstall it and delete extcal folder before
install eXtCal 2.0 Final. If you want recover eXtCal 1.0 events PM me.

eXtCal 2.0 for XOOPS 2.2.x
eXtCal 2.0 for XOOPS 2.0.13.1

I hope you will like this module

Cheers
Zoullou
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